User-guide to Bob Cottonʼs mediainspiratorium
There is no single correct way to use mediainspiratorium (Mi). Iʼll just
show you the different ways to follow up an initial interest in Mi. In this
example:
Early education example
I see the i-Spy badge amangst the thumbnails:

Here we learn that Charles Warrell invents an early-learning tool, canʼt find
a publisher who is interested, so he self-publishes, and builds a hugely
successful series of i-Spy books by creating a social-club, and using reallife objects (items in his books for children to ‘spyʼ) as triggers for more
information - so here we have an example of collectible media, with a kind
of premonition of the idea of ‘augmented realityʼ. We are fascinated, and
press the Commentary & Links button:

We read about ‘active learningʼ and Froebelʼs ideas for improving (really
inventing) pre-school education, the importance of learning through the
freeform exploration of ‘playʼ, and check out Froebel:

Itʼs the first of the suggested links in the Commentary & Links panel - you
scroll down to it using the scroll-bar on the right-hand side:

Here we read about Froebelʼs ‘giftsʼ - early educational toys to encourage
and creatively direct childrenʼs exploratory play.

and we follow-up by selecting John Dewey:

and learn a little about the great American thinker and educationalist

And we are beguiled with the role that fairy-stories played in childrenʼs
early education:

This time we try the Related button, and reveal a list of links - these are
prepared in real-time by a virtual neural net built into mediainspiratorium

Here we see that Grimmʼs collection had influenced mythographers like
Joseph Campbell, poets and film-makers like Jean Cocteau, and
intellectuals like Marina Warner. We check out Joseph Campbell first:

and I check out someone in the Commentary & Links panel - the poet Robert
Graves and his book on the origin of poetry:

We can always go back to our first selection - about i-Spy - by clicking the
mini-thumbnail image lower left.

And we can follow another ‘trailʼ, depending upon our curiousity and our own
predilections: So we go to Phyliis Pearsall:

And we learn a little about ‘information-designʼ and geographical information
syastems ( like maps and guidebooks), and Pearsall was another inventor who
had to publish herself.

And we discover the remarkable Richard Buckminster Fuller, and how he
re-thought maps in the early 1940s… This takes us off on other stories 20th century radical architecture from Frank Lloyd Wright, Tatlinʼs gigantic
monument to the Third International and Sant Eliaʼs Citta Nuova..
Or we could follow any one of hundreds (indeed thousands) of trails,
following links that interest us or awaken our curiousity…
And so on…
We hope we have created a learning-tool that userʼs can explore following
their own interests - and we believe that self-motivation triggered by
curiosity, wanting to know more, and inspiration is the key to selfmotivated (life-long) learning. We will periodically (every 6 months or so)
produce new editions of mediainspiratorium to keep it relevant and up-todate, and to add more examples of inspirational innovations we - or our
users - want to feature. We are providing a means for feedback or
suggestions for entries (and reasons for including them) on our related
website: https://mediainspiratorium.com and feedback through the appstore page.
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Bob Cotton’s mediainspiratorium is a history of art, design
& media innovations from 1800 - you can explore 1250 interlinked examples - a guide for students, designers & developers.
Bob Cotton’s mediainspiratorium is designed for students of all ages (16+) interested in
the fine-arts, the media-arts, and the digital arts. It is a kind of non-linear history of innovations in the form and content relevant to our 21st century media environment. Why
’non-linear’? Because you learn best when you’re already interested in a subject - or
inspired by it - and when you follow your own interests through information and examples.
Mediainspiratorium provides thousands of links between subjects and artists, so you can
trace the roots, the inspirations, the influences, the schools relevant to that subject and
that artist.
Bob Cotton’s mediainspiratorium is a history of art, design and media innovations from
1800 - you can view these in several ways: chronologically, by means of the links between
subjects, by searching, by subject or genre, by browsing, or randomly - by clicking the Mi
button and calling up 12 thumbnail-buttons randomly chosen from the over 1200 subjects
and artists in the app. Following the recoimmended links between entriesm the user is
offered hundreds of thousands of possible narratiuve routes through the mediainspiratorium - guided by their own interests and likes.
And so mediainspiratorium contains overview histories of art, animation, artificial intelligence, artificial life, advertising, architecture, art history, art theory, audio-visuals,
augmented reality, books, cognitive psychology, conceptual art, comics, computing, cryptology, dance, data-visualisation, documentaries, e-commerce, education, environment,
events and exhibition-design, fashion, fairytale, fine art, future-casting, games, graphic
design, geographical information systems, hypertext and hypermedia, information-design,
interface design, illustration, installation, intermedia, magazines, multi-screen, music,
performance, photography, photo-montage, poetry, propaganda, radio, robotics, science,
software, telecommunications, television, theatre, video, virtual reality, virtual worlds…
Bob Cotton’s mediainspiratorium is an ideal companion and inspirational guide to new
media - a must-have contextual/historical background and guide to what’s happening now.
If you are in the creative industries and/or want to know more about them, this is an essential app for you.
This is the context you need to become an informed practitioner in the arts and media industries. It’s a tool for self-learning.
Bob Cotton’s mediainspiratorium is a kind of record of my own learning over fifty years as
an art student, a teacher, lecturer, freelancer, creative director, curator, research-fellow
and professor. We are all still learning, and Bob Cotton’s mediainspiratorium is a guide you
can use for your own learning, discovering stuff that otherwise you might miss. Learning
and design and content creation and innovation go together - they are part of the same
process of observation, analysis, deduction, idea-development, product-development
and creative progress. With over 50 years of discovering interesting and often inspirational stuff, maybe my Bob Cotton’s mediainspiratorium can help you discover the amazing
art-design-computing-communications ecosystem. Bob Cotton’s mediainspiratorium is
the back-story of modern 21st century media. Get better at what you do - this is the essential context you need to prosper in the creative industries in 2020 and beyond…

Help screen - thumbnails. The app begins with a set of help screens - these guide you
through the different ways of using mediainspiratorium - by means of random selection,
subject, chronology (‘List’), or word-search. You can also browse your previous usage
through the ‘History’ button, and your selected Favourites through the Favourites button.
The History button calls up thumbnails of all the full-screen entries you have looked at - so
you can retrace your progress through the app. The Help screens are available in a context-sensitive mode, by clicking on the green ? query button lower left.

Help screen - example. Clicking on a thumbnail brings up an innovator - an artist, author,
engineer, director (etc), with a caption describing the artist and their work, + a Commentary
& Links button, revealing extra commentary and hyperlinks to other relevant entries. The
Related Links list a number of links related to the context or milieu of the artist, the work,
the movement , influences and impact (etc). These are produced by a built-in artificial neural network: We devised a clever (though simple) virtual neural network, that searched (in
realtime) the entire 460000+ words of the database for useable and meaningful instances
of the search string (the artist or work or date or genre or medium) - and from this and by
comparison with the date of the target artwork, derived a list which we labelled ‘impetus’
(precursors), ‘milieu’ (or context) and ‘influence’ (impact on future works), providing a ‘machine-guided’ list of links for the user to explore.

Each artist/entry contains a picture of the event or the work, a portrait of the artist(s), and
a descriptive caption. User’s can go back to the thumbnails screen by pressing the grey arrow central top, or can browse chronologically by pressing the grey buttons (forward=right)
(back=left). Extra commentary and links to relevant entries are found in the Commentary
and Related options below. Related deploys a virtual neural network to ascertain....‘impetus’ (precursors), milieu (or context) and influence (impact on future works), providing a
‘machine-guided’ list of links for the user to explore.

Help is available at any time using the ? button lower left. The lower-right grey tab can be
pressed to make the entry a ‘favourite’ (it turns green when you tap it) - these saved favorites are viewable as thumbnails from the ‘favourites’ button on the main thumbnails
screen.

Sample screen-shots - range of content includes compouting, data visualisation, fine arts,
animation, film, augmented reality, AI,and much more. mediainspiratorium is the first Intermedia art history.
caption-text sample:
Hugh Dowding (Air Officer Commanding RAF Fighter Command): The Operations (Ops) Table and the Dowding Air-Defence System 1939. The ops table was introduced by Dowding in 1939 as a central feature of his
command and control system for the air-defence of Britain just prior to WW2. Together with a complimentary
‘state’ board, which showed the readiness of defence forces (in this case the RAF squadrons at readiness),
the Ops Table was the central visualisation tool for the tactical commanders in charge of air defence. The Ops
Table carried markers indicating the latest position of enemy and friendly aircraft, as reported by the RAF, the
Royal Navy, the Royal Observer Corps, and other organisations such as ARP, Coastal Command, Coastguard
and Air-Sea Rescue. As the visual hub of a regional RADAR (Chain Home RDF system), the table integrated
the efforts of all observers via MOD telehone networks, shortwave radio and the actions of WRAF plot-board
personnel (plotters), who moved the plots according to Long/Lat dispositions on the table map. This was
state of the art data visualisation in 1939, and without doubt helped us win the Battle of Britain.
Dowding commentary (sample) :
Dowding’s triumph - to use age-old strategic mapping to visualise a battle and to add to it sources of realtime
intelligence and feedback - helped win the Battle of Britain. With the latest RDF (RADAR) intelligence, sighting
reports from the Royal Observer Corps, feedback from airborne squadrons, from airfields, from anti-aircraft
gun emplacements - all these injected realtime data into the dynamic Ops Table. The Ops Table thus became
a dynamic data visualization tool - really the last pre-computer tool of this sort.
(links sample)
See also: + Chesley Bonestell: Saturn as seen from Mimas:1944 + USAF & Curtis LeMay: Strategic Air Command (SAC) Big Board Display:1957 + USAF & Lockheed & Gary Powers & USAF: U2 Spy Plane Incident:1960
+ Stanley Kubrick: & Ken Adam: Dr Strangelove:1963 + US Government (Lyndon Lohnson): ICBM Survivable
Defence System:1965 + Herbert Marshall McLuhan: Distant Early Warning card-deck:1969 + Gordon Welchman & MITRE:Cyclic Information Concept (Horseshoe):1973 + Frederic Vavrille & Vincent Castaignet: Live
Plasma & Musicovery:2006 +

Where relevant, some entries have links to film-clips - these appear in a window, superimposed on the screen entry.
As you can infer from the examples above, we have attempted to include representative
examples from the entire span of media/art innovations since 1800.(Here we’ve illustrated
data-visualisation; systems theory; surrealist painting; Op Art; human-computer interface;
motion-capture and analysis; children’s education; & movie musicals.) We believe that art
histories should be contextual, so that users can gain an awareness of the social, technological and aesthetic compass of a particular time, and an insight into the mysterious
phenomena of the Zeitgeist - as reflected in the themes, issues, ideas, technologies and
people of the time. We are also anxious to show the possible and probable roots of an idea,
who was working on similar issues at that time, and what the consequences of the idea/innovation were - who else it impacted upon or influenced. This is the idea behind the virtual
neural network constructed by Dr Russell Richards, and accessible through the Related
tab bottom-right. The links in Commentary& Links are those suggested by Bob Cotton,
based on his 50 years of experience teaching art and design at all levels from secondary
to post-Doctoral. These links sometimes contain wild-cards for the user to explore - links
suggested by the current subject, but sometimes not directly relevant to it.

Profile of the makers: Bob Cotton is responsible for the content - the captions, graphics and commentary &
links sections. These embrace currently 1250 ‘culture capsules’ with altogether over 460,000 words.
Professor Bob Cotton has extensive experience as a creative director, artist, designer, film-maker and writer
(and lifelong student) of new media. In the 1960s he finished a Fine Art degree, exhibited with the Hornsey
Light/Sound Worksop and Archigram Group at MOMA Oxford, and played a creative ‘multimedia’ role in
the production of the 1969 Isle of Wight Festival featuring Bob Dylan. In the 1970s and 1980s he developed
several new media projects including MERMIS - a large-scale emergency response system, and educational
laserdiscs for BP Exploration, and High Bandwidth Panning - the first Hypercard ‘hypermagazine’ in 1988,
His were some of the earliest overview books on new media to appear in the 1990s (Understanding Hypermedia, Phaidon 1993 and 1998, The Cyberspace Lexicon Phaidon 1994). In the 2000s he focussed on Innovation,
design, and the role that futurecasting (technology forecasting) plays in the design and innovation process
(Futurecasting Digital Media, Pearson/FT.com 2002), and designed and prototyped the BBC TV series Crisis
Command 2002-2004. He was recently Research Fellow in Digital Media at London College of Communication (University of the Arts, London), where he organised several conferences and exhibitions on new media.
He has judged interactive media for both BAFTA and D&AD. Currently he is Visiting Practitioner Professor in Digital Media at University of the West of England (UWE), and recently a visiting Senior lecturer in
Interactive Media and Film at the Arts University Bournemouth, and Supervisor on the Press Association/
University of the Arts, London Knowledge Transfer Partnership. He is currently building a resource for digital artists and designers: the mediainspiratorium - (https://mediainspiratorium.com) covering innovations in
art and media from 1800 - present. He became a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts in 2016. His film ZeitEYE (2012) has inspired a new orchestral work by the Spanish composer Pedro Guajardo Torres performed
December 2018. His IOS app expanding mediainspiratorium for the iPad is due for release in 2019. He is also
an associate working with Augmented Solutions Ltd on environmental applications of machine-learning and
augmented-reality. He is planning a self-learning ‘expert system’ based upon his mediainspiratorium.
Dr Russell Richards is responsible for the system analysis, structure and programming of mediainspratorium.
Dr Russell Richards is an independent academic practitioner. He has written on digital aesthetics and
interactivity: “An Aesthetic or Anaesthetic? Developing a Digital Aesthetics of Production”, Journal of Media
Practice. He works in installation, print, application and web production. Russell’s digital artwork includes,
a virtual installation ‘Memory is Made of This’; a music generator installation ‘DiskO’; ‘Covertor’, a digital art
creation application, ‘Nebula’ gas cloud generator for INSAP V and ‘Cascader’ a generative music installation.
Since November 2005, he has been working with Maurice Owen, a sonic artist, in a research group entitled
KikiT VisuoSonic. They have performed/presented across the world including Interactive Futures, Victoria,
British Columbia (2007), Sainsbury Centre for the Visual Arts, UK (2008), ISEA (International Symposium
on Electronic Art), Singapore, (2008) and for the London Design Festival at the Victoria and Albert Museum
(2010). In the latter case, linear video was mixed with interactive visuals in real-time to create “Digital Tapestries” projected along side 500-year-old tapestries in gallery 94 of the Victoria &Albert Museum, London.
In 2012, he had a short experimental film entitled ‘Meshwork’, accepted for an “Urban Screens” initiative that
brought films to public locations across Europe. Richards completed a PhD in ‘Responsive Environments’ in
2017. His research focuses on the forms of interactivity made available to users/viewers through installations
and accompanying mobile applications. At time of writing he and Maurice Owen have an installation video
on show at the Civic Gallery of Modern Art in Turin exploring the work of Giorgio De Chirico. Areas of research interest include: Interactive audio-visuals, interactivity, installations, sound derived linear animations
and mobile application production. Russell is a member of BAFTA, Rhizome and Urban Screens.
Bob Cotton: bobcotton@mac.com + https://mediainspiratorium.com
Russell Richards: russell.richards@ gmail.com

Context
We believe Mediainspiratorium is unique in offering the first intermedia art history, linking
innovations in technology, in content, in content-design, throughout the spectrum of sectors pertinent to new digital media, its content, and its analogue precursors. It is an aspiration cherished by George Macuinas of the FLUXUS GROUP, amongst others in the counter
culture, and harks back to Aby Warburgs’ unfinished Mnemosyne project (1929) and Sergei
Eisenstein’s unfinished Method project (1948). These projects were unfinished because the
network infrastructure (Internet and WWW etc) necessary for their realisation had yet to be
invented.
Future Development
Mediainspiratorium is a developing project with a planned expanded and updated edition
every 6 months (approx), so that we can maintain currency, as well as further fleshing-out
the inclusivity and inter-relatedness of our content. Inspiration is a lifelong experience, and
mapping the progress of our struggle to understand, educate, explicate, explain, communicate and visualise new ways of ordering or perceiving the world and its sum of ideas is
an interesting never-ending task. Eventually we plan to open the sourcing of new artists
and their innovations to our users - inviting suggestions and reasons for including anyone
who has a made a useful or unique contribution to the sum of World knowledge relating to
the arts and media sector . We will work on a greater fluidity of multimedia content, extra
sample images as well as audio, video and web-based content, and hyperlinks to more
web-based material. We are interested in scoping the possibility of providing inferential
guidance and ‘mentoring’ self-learning aids, peer-learning networks, note-taking and similar tools to enhance the lifelong-learning potential of mediainspiratorium, and to emphasise
its role in the education/learning ecosystem.
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